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ABSTRACT
Educators, administrators, and managers consciously or unconsciously perpetuate and
create hostile environments through their (re)actions and interactions with students and
employees. Examining the role of deficit discourses, systematic marginalization, oppression, and
racism, and lack of self-reflection and efficacy, this paper and project explore selected models of
Intercultural Communicative Competence, create a sociolinguistic understanding of selected
dialects of English, and examine the role of self-reflection and efficacy in order to learn to
resolve intercultural conflicts and promote the creation of truly inclusive environments.
This project then is a communicative competence diversity training handbook for
educators, administrators, and managers who work in multilingual, multidialectal, and
multicultural environments. The project provides a PowerPoint training session and a training
handbook. The handbook is divided that into three sections; section one addresses becoming an
interculturally competent speaker, session two aims at deepening and enhancing the
sociolinguistic knowledge of the English language and managing conflicts, and section three
involves self-reflection to help educators, administrators, and managers create inclusive
environments.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
“Duke University professor removed over ‘Speak English’ email” (Cheung, 2019),
“California Teacher Wears Blackface During African History Lesson, School Apologizes for
‘Poor Judgement’” (Hignett, 2019), “A Wisconsin Private School Asked 4th Graders to Supply
‘3 Good Reasons’ for Slavery” (Robinson, 2018) are just three of the countless headlines that
have graced the pages of newspapers such as BBC News and Newsweek between January 2018
and 2019. Examining these articles more closely introduces a myriad of problems that must be
addressed—principally the need for more effective teacher, administor, and manager trainings.
While teachers, administrators, and managers are apologizing for culturally insensitive,
hurtful, and racist actions, these incidents continue to occur in classrooms, on campuses, and in
offices that claim to be culturally diverse. On Duke University’s website, Duke claims to be a
“diverse community committed to the principles of excellence, fairness, and respect for all
people” (Duke University, n.d.). Yet, in January, 2019, an assistant professor at Duke University,
Dr. Megan Neely, sent an email directed at Chinese international students reprimanding them for
using their native language outside of the classroom and on their own time (Cheung, 2019). In
fact, Neely wrote in her email that faculty members should write down names in order to
remember the students who were speaking Chinese in case they applied for an internship or for a
masters project (Cheung, 2019). Many students found Dr. Neely’s language condescending,
while many others pondered if the students had been specifically targeted because they spoke
Chinese instead of a different language (Cheung, 2019). Students called the incident degrading,
disrespectful, and prejudiced; they were disappointed and called for Duke to treat them with
respect (Cheung, 2019).
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In the second article, a California teacher near Sacramento donned blackface in order to
teach a history lesson, which is not only insensitive but also incredibly racist and can create a
hostile and confusing learning environment for all students regardless of their cultural identity
and/or associations. The superintendent, John Huffman, apologized and claimed that the
teacher’s blackface lecture “in no way [was] meant to be hurtful or disrespectful” (Hignett,
2019). Hoffman urged the community to accept his apology (Hignett, 2019). Many students and
parents claimed to be offended by this action. It should be noted that, oftentimes, when these
types of incidents happen, individuals in academia and in the media appear shocked, and they
refer to these incidents as recent or isolated (Moore & Bell, 2017). However, these incidents are
neither recent nor isolated.
In reviewing these articles, as well as many others (Moore & Bell, 2017), two pervasive
attitudes emerge: claiming ignorance about a racist and hurtful action and then expecting
forgiveness without changing behavior and claiming diversity and inclusivity but engaging in
behavior that is divisive and insensitive. These incidents highlight that racism and prejudice
continue to flourish within the United States and are woven into the fabric of our nation as well
as its institutions (Reece, 2019), thus perpetuating the creation of and the maintenance of hostile
study and work environments. These two attitudes highlight already existing problems in the
United States:
•

lack of historical and cultural knowledge regarding race, gender, and power dynamics in
the United States;

•

lack of awareness or lack of motivation to acknowledge racism and sexism that is
embedded in the English language;
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•

lack of self-reflection on personal biases, which leads to perpetuation of oppression and
hostile environments.
As a matter of fact, institutionalized racism and educational segregation have shaped our

nation’s educational, business, and government policies from its colonial origins; racism and
segregation are deeply rooted in power dynamics (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995; Savas, 2014).
Even if the expressions of racism are not as overt as the ones mentioned above, contemporary
race scholars suggest that racist expressions continue to take place in more subtle manners
(Moore & Bell, 2017). Oftentimes, these subtle aggressions, or microaggressions, are small acts
of conscious or unconscious racism that are learned from the cultural context in which one is
raised (Delgado, Stefancic, & Harris, 2017). It is important to note at this time that
microaggressions are not just limited to race as they negatively affect any marginalized group’s
welfare; microagressions are associated not only with racism but also with sexism, transphobia,
and xenophobia (Sterzing, Gartner, Woodford, & Fisher, 2017). In fact, research done in schools
about sexual and gender minority discrimination proposes that while educators dealt with overt
discrimination, they frequently ignored microaggressions that were damaging (McCabe,
Dragowski, & Rubinson, 2013). For the purpose of this project, minority is defined as member
of a group who has been disenfranchised, marginalized, or subjugated within U.S. society.
Microaggressions cause tremendous anxiety for those who experience them (Howard‐Hamilton,
2003). The unresponsiveness of educators, administrators, and managers to microaggressions
helps perpetuate hostile environments (McCabe et al., 2013).
Power imbalances, overtly racist or sexist incidents, and microaggressions socially and
linguistically divide the United States as racism and sexism are embedded in the language itself
(Bada & Genc, 2018; Baugh, 2015). When power is equal, the speakers mutually adjust their
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speech, yet when there is a power imbalance, the speaker with less power is the one who has to
adjust his or her speech (Baugh, 1983). African Americans who maintain their vernacular and do
not attempt to switch their language are often perceived as hostile or delinquent, especially in
school settings (Baugh, 1983). Latino students are viewed as culturally deficient because
bilingualism is considered an obstacle to learning and is seen as “un-American” as noted by
Delgado (as cited in Savas, 2014, p. 512). Women experience discrimination on linguistic levels
both semantically and syntactically (Bada & Genc, 2018). Historically, sexual identities are
“political labels” that have been used as weapons as opposed to descriptions, and these labels do
not adequately reflect the lived experiences of those who “would be described as lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, and/or intersect” (Harms, 2013, p. 3). Thus, the erasure of identity through
the use of heteronormative language can occur (Harms, 2013). Many educators in turn adhere to
the mainstream culture, or the dominant culture, which often maintains that linguistic minority
and immigrant students should assimilate (Alfaro & Bartolome, 2017). Thus, linguistic ignorance
about minority languages (any dialect of English that deviates from Standard American English
such as African American Vernacular English or Chicano/a English) influences the way
educators interact with students as it can lead them to label speakers of minority languages,
especially when used by people of color, as deficient (Alfaro & Bartolome, 2017; Savas, 2014).
Before delving into deficit discourse, it is important to understand the role of power.
Power difference is rooted in colonialism of both the past and present and can negatively affect
the self-esteem of minority groups (Byram, 2006). Dominant group members often force
individuals into a minority group, which has a lower power status (Byram, 2006); minority group
members might view dominant group members as controlling economic, political, or media
functionings of a society through an institutional power lens (Ting-Toomey, 2007). Conversely,
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“high-status group members” might see “low-status” group members as a threat to their power
resources or as a threat of competition (Ting-Toomey, 2007, p.10). These dominant and minority
group interactions or points of view could increase the feelings of hostility in multicultural
environments as dominant groups exert power over minority groups, which can negatively affect
individual’s self-esteem (Byram, 2006). Not only can dominant groups impact minority group
members self-esteem, but those in a dominant group could perceive minority group members in a
biased way. For example, minority students’ classroom behavior was rated more disruptive by
teachers (Cvencek, Fryberg, Covarrubias, & Meltzoff, 2018).
Many minority students enter the classroom speaking different Englishes, and how the
teacher responds to this linguistic diversity will affect students’ academic success (LeMoine &
Hollie, 2007). Many minority students are failing because they are trapped in classrooms where
teachers do not value or understand their language (LeMoine & Hollie, 2007). Thus, teachers
must be properly prepared to see potential negative language ideologies and to proactively
intervene in order to stop the manifestation of discriminatory ideologies that place standard
language as superior to minority language varieties (Alfaro & Bartolomé, 2017).
Marginalized groups not only suffer in classroom environments, but also in business
environments. Many employees arrive to the office speaking different Englishes and are
expected to cooperate effectively on a team, and yet many diversity training programs in
businesses are failing due to lack of organizational management; many employees do not address
their biases and fears or examine their values and attitudes (Hite & McDonald, 2006). In
companies, if the management of the organization is ineffective, especially in regard to diversity,
then the organization is at risk for “low team cohesion or high levels of conflict” (Cho, Kim, &
Mor Barak, 2017, p. 194), which creates a hostile environment.
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Thus, the research shows that educators, administrators, and managers can perceive
students and employees who do not use the same cultural communication strategies or who do
not use Standard English as delinquent or deficient. This combined with limited or nonexistent
sociolinguistic knowledge and lack of continuous self-reflection then leads to the perpetuation of
microaggressions or overt racist actions, which can maintain or create hostile environments.
In addition to these linguistic biases, cultural groups who are disadvantaged are often
perceived as being responsible for their own socio-economic situation (Alfaro & Bartolomé,
2017). In other words, our cultural and linguistic biases appear to go hand in hand. Eurocentric
or hegemonic ideologies support structural inequalities that disenfranchise communities of color
and reinforce the stereotype that the individual is responsible for his or her lack of success
(García, 2017), creating yet another conscious or unconscious bias that educators, administrators,
and managers bring into their environments. Furthermore, associating with multiple cultures or
identities may be viewed as abnormal and possibly threatening because individuals who have a
cultural identity that is viewed as ambiguous are perceived as having less social and personal
power (Korne, Byram, & Fleming, 2007). For example, “In the USA one is either ‘proud to be
American’ or one risks being stigmatised as ‘anti-American’” (Korne, et al., 2007, p.293).
Educators and managers (in both educational and business settings) struggle identifying
and reflecting on their own cultural bias, have virtually no sociolinguistic training or
understanding of language minority dialects, and their understanding of interculturality is
limited; they struggle with implementing their knowledge of culture in their daily lives and with
self-efficacy, which perpetuates the cycle of oppressive and insensitive behaviors, policies, and
curriculum. Thus, the primary problem that this field project seeks to address is the lack of self-
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reflection among educators, administrators, and managers who perpetuate insensitive and hostile
environments.
Purpose of the Project
While there is a need for an inclusive diversity training program that proves effective for all
members of school or work communities, my training was created to specifically address the
problems stated above at the teacher, administrator, and manager levels. My education and
training program was created to prepare educators, administrators, and managers to be
interculturally competent speakers by focusing on developing three major areas:
•

sociolinguistic understanding of the many dialects of English;

•

critical examination of biases and limited perceptions of diversity and culture;

•

continuous self-reflection, implementation, and self-efficacy.
Through this training, educators, administrators, and managers learn how to overcome the

common beliefs or misconceptions of minority dialect speakers and nonnative speakers as “the
other” in order to foster positive interpersonal relationships, overcome cultural and linguistic
conflicts, accomplish goals, and create spaces in which multilingual and multicultural groups can
thrive. At this time, it is important to note that the intercultural relations also include domestic
intercultural relations, which has been defined to include ethnicity, age, and sexual orientation
(Hammer, Bennett, & Wiseman, 2003). Additionally, through a continuous process of selfreflection and self-efficacy, participants will understand and challenge their own biases and
communication strategies in order to implement changes that allow educators, administrators,
and managers to effectively make their environments truly inclusive.
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The purpose of this project is to train educators, administrators, and managers to be selfreflective, interculturally competent speakers who combat their own biases and create inclusive
spaces.
Theoretical Framework
I used two theoretical frameworks to guide the development of my project: Critical Race
Theory, and Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions Theory. The first theoretical framework, which
influences all components of my project, is Critical Race Theory (CRT).
Critical Race Theory originated in the field of law and emphasizes that race is socially
constructed and that racism is a part of everyday interactions and society (Savas, 2014). Race
also continues to be a determining factor of inequality in the United States (Ladson-Billings &
Tate, 1995). CRT not only examines racism on an individual level, but also on societal and
institutional levels (Savas, 2014). A major claim of CRT is that whites still hold a
disproportionate amount of social and political power within the United States, and many still
have more access to both financial and educational resources (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995;
Savas, 2014). It is important to note that this idea of white supremacy in contemporary society
extends the focus beyond civil rights legislation in terms of African Americans versus whites to
include racialized experiences of women, Latinos/as, Native Americans, Asian Americans, as
well as class (Savas, 2014; Yosso, 2002). While many whites may have anti-racist attitudes in
the sense that they do not support slavery, the idea of slavery, or the idea of racism, white still
represents a standard upon which everything else must assimilate (Savas, 2014). In other words,
one might reject racism, yet expect or demand conformity to a standard that is in fact racist and
discriminatory.
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CRT in an educational setting differs from the legal setting (Solorzano, Ceja, & Yosso,
2000; Howard‐Hamilton, 2003). CRT in an educational setting offers an experience that is
liberating and transformative for people of color by examining personal contexts and
multicultural ideas that make up one’s identity—gender, race, socioeconomic status, class
(Solorzano et al., 2000; Howard‐Hamilton, 2003). My project trains and educates teachers,
administrators, and managers to be intercultural communicators in order to make environments
less hostile by addressing the two common attitudes portrayed in contemporary U.S. society—
claiming ignorance about a racist and hurtful action and then expecting forgiveness without
changing behavior and claiming diversity and inclusivity but engaging in behavior that is
divisive and insensitive. Because my project explores the lack of historical and cultural
knowledge regarding race and power dynamics in the United States, the lack of awareness or
lack of motivation to acknowledge racism that is embedded in the English language, and the lack
of implementation, which leads to perpetuation of oppression and ignorance, CRT provides a
powerful lens for examining racial, ethnic, gender, and class discrimination.
Additionally, CRT scholars use parables, stories, counterstories to name one’s own
reality (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995). Stories can then function in two ways: to rationalize
oppression or to disrupt unexamined racist assumptions (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995).
CRT allows for critical analysis, understanding, and reflection that can disrupt hegemonic
ideologies that pervade school and work environments through educators’, administrators’, and
managers’ conscious or unconscious bias. It can also give power to those who have been
marginalized thus valuing and validating their cultural experiences.
Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions Theory examines different dimensions of national
culture. The data that Hofstede used for the empirical part of the research that resulted in this
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theory were taken from survey results that were collected from within subsidiaries of one
multinational business organization (Hofstede, 1984). According to Hofstede, there are four
dimensions that likely lead to cultural differences. The four main dimensions are Power
Distance, Uncertainty Avoidance, Individualism, and Masculinity (Hofstede, 1984). Using
elements of Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions Theory allows for a deeper understanding and
analysis of culture and, as a result, cultural miscommunications, which can lead to the creation of
misunderstandings and hostile environments.
Significance of the Project
While this training does not solve all the issues surrounding diversity and inclusion in
multicultural classroom or in multicultural work environments, it helps to develop the necessary
knowledge that is required to engage in continual self-reflection. Increased knowledge,
continuous self-reflection, and implementation are, in other words, the development of the
elements proposed by Byram in becoming an intercultural speaker (Byram, 2006). This project
addresses one aspect of intercultural communication and diversity training and must be
combined with other trainings in order to fully restructure learning and working environments so
that they are truly inclusive and equitable. Additionally, more research is needed in the field to
monitor and assess the effectiveness of such trainings in community colleges, universities, as
well as business organizations.
There are three groups who benefit from my project. People who will benefit are any
marginalized group members (race, culture, religion, or sexual orientation) who feel ostracized in
their school or work environment, teachers who conform to a traditional model of teaching and
enforce only Standard English culture, which can create hostile learning environments, and
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managers and administrators who are underexposed to the complexities of language and culture
and thus affect individuals by knowingly or unknowingly creating hostile environments.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Making environments inclusive is of great importance in both educational and work
settings, especially for culturally diverse environments such as classrooms and offices. This
literature review emphasizes and supports the importance of developing intercultural
communication in order to create more inclusive environments. The literature review examines
three major themes: becoming an interculturally competent communicator, developing a
sociolinguistic understanding of the many Englishes, and understanding the role of self-reflection
and efficacy.
First, the review explores the history of intercultural communication research and the
importance of developing intercultural sensitivity and communicative competence. Second, the
review explores the sociolinguistic aspects of selected dialects of English in order to develop
knowledge and understanding necessary to disrupt power differences and deficit ideologies in
hopes of fostering inclusive environments. Lastly, the review examines the roles of selfreflection and efficacy in order to transfer knowledge into practice.
Becoming an Interculturally Competent Communicator
By engaging in intercultural conversations or dialogue, individuals often encounter
challenges from communication obstacles like prejudice, stereotypes, and identity conflict (Chen
& Dai, 2014); in this paper, cultural identity refers to an “affective attachment of individuals to
their cultures and the cognitive awareness of their in-group memberships” (Pho, 2018, p. 99).
Thus, identity conflict is experiencing dilemmas or struggles with affective attachments and
awareness to in-group memberships. Due to the emergence of a new global community, people
with different experiences in regards to spirituality, gender, ethnicity, and race are interacting
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more frequently (Chen & Dai, 2014), creating more potential avenues for conflict. In fact,
because of the great impact of globalization, scholars continue to explore the nature of
intercultural communicative competence (henceforth ICC) in diverse areas, which has resulted in
an abundance of literature in the field of ICC (Chen, 1997; Chen & Dai, 2014; Hammer, Bennett,
& Wiseman, 2003) and, as a result, difficulty in narrowly defining culture, cultural identity, and
ICC. Additionally, this abundance of literature exists in diverse areas, including but not limited
to, international management, international study abroad, and domestic intercultural relations
(Hammer et al., 2003). In other words, research and information on intercultural communication
delves into many different domains. At this moment, it is important to note that domestic
intercultural relations can include interactions among race, ethnicity, age, sexual orientation, and
gender (Hammer et al., 2003), and that from this point on, these concepts are included in my
definition of ICC so that ICC is not limited to race and ethnicity.
Many scholars have not been able to come to an agreement about ICC due to the complex
nature of intercultural communication (Deardorff, 2006). This is in part due to the reality that
cultural identity is challenging to define (Korne et al., 2007). There is, in fact, a myriad of
choices that make up a vast array of cultural identities (Korne et al., 2007). Culture and ICC is
then an unending discourse because culture, and cultural interactions, are dynamic (Chen, 1997;
Chen & Dai, 2014; Korne et al., 2007). However, within the research of ICC, there is one
element that becomes exceedingly clear: According to Bennett, as cited in Hammer (Hammer et
al., 2003), ICC is vital in improving understanding and interactions across cultures (Chen, 1997;
Deardorff, 2006). With this central importance of ICC in mind, I define terms that are important
to understanding ICC and briefly review the history of ICC research as well as ICC models and
approaches that are relevant to my project.
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For this project, due to space limitations, I have selected the following models and
approaches to review in depth: Cultural Dimensions Theory, Bennett’s Developmental Model of
Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS), the Triangular Model of ICC, and Byram’s model of ICC.
While these models provide valuable information for developing an ICC training, they are not
free from bias. In fact, most of the ICC models are Eurocentric as they have been developed
primarily by European or American scholars. These models thus contain linguistic, cultural, or
academic biases of Eurocentrism (Miike, 2007); one must be aware of these biases when
analyzing and using these models. Additionally, there is a great need for further research to be
done in this area of ICC.
Before addressing the communicative competence aspect, it is necessary to understand
culture. Three elements from Hofstede’s model that are important to understand are culture,
Power Distance, and Individualism versus Collectivism (Hofstede, 1984; Hofstede, Hofstede, &
Minkov, 2010).
Culture as Mental Programming
Culture is defined as “collective programming of the mind” (Hofstede, 1984, p. 13). This
“mental programming” (Hofstede, 1984, p. 15) is universal as well as unique. Some elements of
culture, or mental programming, are universal as every human being possesses the ability for
“expressive behavior” such as laughing, crying, or “associative and aggressive behaviors”
(Hofstede, 1984, p. 15). Yet, there are two levels of mental programming that involve unique
qualities of individuals. These levels are the “collective level” and individual level that involves
one’s personality (Hofstede, 1984).
Examining the “collective level of mental programming” reveals that elements can be
shared with some people and not others (Hofstede, 1984, p. 15). For example, the language used
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to express oneself, the respect one shows for elders, or the physical distance one maintains to feel
comfortable during an interaction can belong to a certain group but can also differ from other
groups (Hofstede, 1984). Therefore, it is a combination of universal and unique traits.
The last level of this mental programming is the “truly unique part” as it is dependent on
personality (Hofstede, 1984, p. 15); even within the same culture, no two people are similar. It
should be emphasized then that the terms “values” and “culture” are two key terms used to
describe mental programs (Hofstede, 1984, p. 18), and values can be individual or collective
whereas culture is primarily collective (Hofstede, 1984).
“Culture is learned, not innate” (Hofstede et al., 2010), and it includes a vast array of
activities: eating habits, personal hygiene habits, physical distance preferences (Hofstede et al.,
2010). Culture can reveal itself in four ways: symbols, heroes, rituals, and values (Hofstede et
al., 2010). Hofstede uses the analogy of an onion to clarify the relationship among these four
elements (Hofstede et al., 2010) and to illustrate the visible and the invisible layers of culture. At
the outermost layer (the most visible layer), symbols are objects such as words, gestures, or
pictures that possess a specific meaning (Hofstede et al., 2010); the significance or meaning of
the symbols is only understood by individuals who share the same culture (Hofstede et al., 2010).
Heroes, the second level in the onion analogy, are persons who depict the ideal
characteristics of a culture. These heroes then act as a role model of (un)acceptable behavior
(Hofstede et al., 2010); heroes can be real or imaginary (Hofstede et al., 2010).
Rituals, the third level, include religious or social traditions or ceremonies, greetings or
salutations, and even business meetings (Hofstede et al., 2010). While this level is of social
importance, an outside observer usually does not understand the cultural meaning or significance
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of the practice, and, as a result, the ritual level is only interpreted by the in-group members
(Hofstede et al., 2010).
Values represent the innermost layer of Hofstede’s onion analogy; the values form the
“core of culture” (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 9). Values then are feelings that deal with the
following concepts: good and evil, dangerous and safe, moral and immoral (Hofstede et al.,
2010). Values are acquired extremely early in life and are often inherited or learned from
“prominent group members” (Hofstede et al., 2010, p.12). As a result, individuals are often
unaware or unconscious of their values (Hofstede et al., 2010), and perhaps their biases.
The Role of Power Distance
Moving beyond understanding the basic concepts of culture and mental programming, the
first element in Hofstede’s model, Power Distance, provides valuable insight into cultural
miscommunication. Power Distance is defined as “a measure of the interpersonal power or
influence between B [boss] and S [subordinate] as perceived by the least powerful of the two, S”
(Hofstede, 1984, p. 70-71). Hofstede has taken this term from the research and work of Mulder.
Mulder, as stated in Hofstede (1984), defines power as having the ability to set or manipulate the
behavior of another person. Hofstede defines Power Distance as “the power distance between a
boss B and a subordinate S in a hierarchy is the difference between the extent to which B can
determine the behavior of S and the extent to which S can determine the behavior of B”
(Hofstede, 1984, p. 72). Hofstede's purpose is then to understand and explain how social
environment shapes and defines Power Distance, which is determined by relationship to national
culture (Hofstede, 1984).
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The Power Distance scale can influence interactions in many domains: work, home,
school, healthcare, and even ideas (Hofstede et al., 2010). For the purpose of this project, I will
examine Power Distance in the work, school, and home domains.
Power Distance in Different Domains: Work, School, Home
In the work domain, the Power Distance scale can affect the way in which people expect
to be treated or the way in which people expect to act. For example, on one side of the Power
Distance scale, employees are not afraid of bosses, and they express a desire for a collaborative
type of decision making. In other words, they expect to be involved in the decision-making
process (Hofstede et al., 2010). Therefore, in a “small-power-distance situation, subordinates and
superiors consider each other as existentially equal” (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 74); “superiors
should be accessible to subordinates, and the ideal boss is a resourceful (and therefore) respected
democrat” (Hofstede et al., 2010). Additionally, in this type of power-distance situation,
employees “expect to be consulted before a decision is made that affects their work” even if they
understand and “accept that the boss is the one who” makes the final decision (Hofstede et al.,
2010, p 74).
At the opposite extreme of the Power Distance Scale, employees might be fearful of
disagreeing with a boss and would thus dislike being involved in the decision-making process.
Instead, employees might express a desire for a superior to make authoritative decisions without
consulting them (Hofstede et al., 2010). Thus, in “large-power-distance situations, superiors and
subordinates consider each other as existentially unequal” (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 73). In these
societies, older superiors are often more respected than younger superiors (Hofstede et al., 2010).
Additionally, in large-power-distance societies, a subordinate might “feel proud if he can tell his
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neighbor that his boss drives a bigger car” (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 74). Whereas in a smallpower-distance society, one would expect the boss to be more equal (Hofstede et al., 2010).
While the above examples represent two extremes in the power-distance continuum in a
work domain, it is important to note that concepts of large and small Power Distance are
culturally determined and often unrecognized in management theories (Hofstede et al., 2010), or
ideas about how to manage an organization.
In the school domain, large-power-distance and small-power-distance situation might
affect how students expect to interact with teachers or vice versa. For example, in a large-powerdistance situation “teachers are treated with respect or even feared” and often older teachers are
respected more than younger teachers (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 69). In large-power-distance
societies the focus of education is teacher centered, and the teacher is expected to begin all
communication (Hofstede et al., 2010). Students only speak when asked to do so by the teacher
and the teacher is never criticized publicly (Hofstede et al., 2010). Contrarily, in a “small-powerdistance situation, teachers are supposed to treat the students as basic equals and expect to be
treated as equals by the students” (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 69). Students are encouraged and
expected to ask questions (Hofstede et al., 2010).
In the home domain, it is expected that children obey parents in large-power-distance
situations, whereas children are seen and treated as equals in small-power-distance situations
(Hofstede et al., 2010). The goals of large-power and small-power-distance family situations are
very different in regards to expectations and interactions. In large-power-distance situations,
children are expected to respect elders and defer to them whereas in small-power-distance
interactions parents and children relate to each other as equals and encourage children to become
self-advocates (Hofstede et al., 2010).
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Individualism versus Collectivism
The next element of Hofstede’s model that is important to review is the idea of the
individualist versus the collectivist (Hofstede et al., 2010). Individualism and collectivism are
defined by Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov (2010) as follows:
Individualism pertains to societies in which the ties between individuals are loose:
everyone is expected to look after him- or herself and his or her immediate family.
Collectivism as its opposite pertains to societies in which people from birth onward are
integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, which throughout people’s lifetime continue to
protect them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty. (p. 92)
While individuals can fall anywhere on the individual or collectivist continuum and the
placement on this continuum can vary even within societies, the degree to which someone
identifies as individual or collectivist can influence interactions, feelings, and values (Hofstede et
al., 2010). Additionally, depending on where one falls on the individualist or collectivist
continuum can determine how one treats and interacts with in-group and out-group members
(Hofstede et al., 2010). Values that are important in countries that were scored as individualist
include the following: “tolerance of others, harmony with others, noncompetitiveness,
trustworthiness, contentedness with one’s position in life, solidarity with others, being
conservative” (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 100). On the other hand, in a collectivist society, these
following values were of importance: “filial piety (obedience to parents, respect for parents,
honoring of ancestors, financial support of parents), chastity in women, patriotism” (Hofstede et
al., 2010, p. 100). Additionally, in the collectivist society, friendship is determined by one’s
family or group membership, and one should avoid conflict at all costs (Hofstede et al., 2010).
Individualism versus Collectivism in Different Domains: Work, School, Home
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The idea of individualism and collectivism also extends to other domains such as school
and work (Hofstede et al., 2010). In the school domain of a collectivist society, learning can be
seen as a one-time process that applies only to the young (Hofstede et al., 2010). Learning is only
for the young. However, in an individualist society, the goal of learning is to “know how to
learn” as opposed to “how to do” (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 119). Therefore, in individualist
societies, learning is for life (Hofstede et al., 2010). These differences in the concept of learning
also apply to the work domain. In the work domain, individualist societies expect employees to
be self-directed whereas collectivist societies will dictate what needs to be done (Hofstede et al.,
2010).
Again, it is important to emphasize that all of these dimensions are, in reality, a
continuum, and the examples given above represent the extreme ends of the continuum;
however, understanding these differences in Power Distance and Individualism versus
Collectivism can help one understand his or her own culture as well as the culture and values of
others (Hofstede et al., 2010). Thus, Hofstede’s model provides valuable insight for my
intercultural communicative competence training.
Intercultural Communication
In addition to understanding Hofstede’s model, it is important to understand other ideas
about intercultural communication as well as intercultural communicative competence, and to do
so requires examining the following terms and ideas: intercultural sensitivity, intercultural
awareness, and intercultural competence.
Intercultural sensitivity, intercultural awareness, and intercultural competence are
interrelated terms that are important to understanding ICC; due to the terms subtly different
meanings, they have also complicated researchers’ and scholars’ understanding of ICC and have
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made it challenging to reliably measure the effectiveness of ICC training (Chen & Starosta,
2000).
Intercultural sensitivity (IS) refers to one’s ability to experience pertinent cultural
differences (Hammer et al., 2003); IS is an affective element of ICC (Chen & Starosta, 2000). In
other words, the affective domain deals with one’s mindset (emotions, feelings, observations)
(Chen & Starosta, 2000). IS is comprised of six elements, defined by Chen and Starosta as “selfesteem, self-monitoring, open-mindedness, empathy, interaction involvement, and nonjudgement” (2000, p. 4). Persons who are interculturally sensitive are able to recognize,
appreciate, and respect cultural ideas that are exchanged and have more awareness during
conversations (Chen, 1997), thus enhancing the effectiveness of ICC.
The six elements of IS correlate to improved ICC. The first element, self-esteem, is
defined as “the sense of self-worth” (Chen, 1997, p. 7); high self-esteem creates a sense of
dignity and self-respect and affords individuals the ability to handle feelings of anxiety or
isolation that can result from intercultural communication (Chen & Starosta, 2000). This
encourages development of respect for differences during intercultural encounters (Chen &
Starosta, 2000). Second, self-monitoring refers to one’s ability to adapt and modify behavior
(Chen & Starosta, 2000). Studies done in the 80s by Berger & Douglas and Spitzberg & Cupach
as cited in Chen & Starosta (2000) reveal that people who self-monitor are more sensitive and
mindful to expressions of culturally different individuals. Open-mindedness, the third element,
allows individuals to understand and welcome disparate ideologies and worldviews; changes in
worldviews create more sophisticated problems that must be resolved during intercultural
interactions (Hammer et al., 2003).
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Worldviews and changes in worldviews are fundamental components of Bennett’s DMIS,
which was created to explain how people construct cultural differences. In other words, the
DMIS is a “model of changes in worldview structure” (Hammer et al., 2003, p. 423). In
Bennett’s model, individuals with a “Denial worldview” are uninterested in cultural differences
and may even view one’s own culture as the only valid culture (Hammer et. al., 2003, p. 424).
There are two results of a Denial worldview: no experience of cultural difference or an
experience associated with an “other” such as “foreigner” or “immigrant” (Hammer et al., 2013,
p. 424). There is an inherent danger in using labels such as “foreigner” or “alien” or “minority”
as these labels connote negative feelings and images and are ascribed to members of nonmainstream groups (Korne et al., 2007). It is through these labels that stereotypes can be
perpetuated by overgeneralizing a group of people and overlooking individual characteristics
(Ting-Toomey, 2007). The Denial worldview comprises one of the three ethnocentric categories
of the DMIS; The Defense Reversal worldview and Minimization worldview constitute the other
two ethnocentric categories (Hammer et al., 2003).
Individuals who have a “Defense worldview structure” (Hammer et al., 2003, p. 424) still
see cultural differences as stereotypical although they have more awareness of difference than do
individuals with a Denial worldview (Hammer et al., 2007). If an individual belongs to a
dominant cultural group, he or she might experience interactions at this level as a cultural system
or value system attack (Hammer et al., 2003). Both the Defense and the Reversal worldviews
categorize individuals into “us” and “them” (Hammer et al., 2003, p. 424). Moving up the DMIS
scale, individuals at the “Minimization worldview” might want to adjust others’ actions to
conform to their ideologies (Hammer et al., 2003); the Minimization worldview can conceal
individual and institutional privileges for individuals in dominant cultures (Hammer et al., 2003).
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The other three worldviews in Bennett’s DMIS are ethnorelative; these worldviews
accept cultural difference as important, adapt perspectives to heed cultural differences, or
integrate cultural difference into an identity definition (Hammer et al., 2003). According to the
DMIS, individuals who are in the process of acquiring ICC move from one worldview category
to another worldview category (Hammer et al., 2003).
The fourth of the six elements of IS, empathy directly relates to intercultural sensitivity in
the sense that the more empathetic one is the more culturally sensitive one will be (Chen &
Starosta, 2000). Thus, empathy development is crucial to the development of IS and ICC.
Another element of IS is interaction involvement. In interaction involvement the main
components are “responsiveness, attentiveness, and perceptiveness” (Chen & Starosta, 2000, p.
5). These three qualities allow one to better understand others during intercultural
communicative exchanges (Chen & Starosta, 2000). The last element of IS, non-judgement,
enables one to actively listen instead of making judgements with insufficient information (Chen
& Starosta, 2000).
As intercultural sensitivity functions on the affective level, intercultural awareness is the
cognitive level and provides the base for intercultural sensitivity (Chen, 1997). These combined
will lead to the development of ICC, which represents the behavior level (Chen, 1997) and can
be manifested as intercultural cultural adroitness (Chen & Dai, 2014). These three formational
levels—cognitive, affective, and behavioral—form the basis of the triangular model of ICC
(Chen, 1997; Chen & Dai, 2014). Additionally, the triangular model of ICC dictates that one
should have the abilities to understand cultural norms and to show respect for and acceptance of
differences in order to engage in interaction among individuals of varying cultures (Chen & Dai,
2014).
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Lastly, in Byram’s exploration of intercultural citizenship, the idea of being an
interculturally competent communicator or speaker is emphasized (Byram, 2006). Byram states
that the idea of interculturality should replace that of culture (2006); Interculturality is essentially
merging two cultures’ behaviors, beliefs, and values (Byram, 2006). To be an intercultural
speaker means that one not only has the ability to relate to other cultures and their differences but
also to mediate between them (Byram, 2006). This is essentially the ability to negotiate and
resolve conflicts. In this process of mediation, Byram states that one must analyze his or her own
culture and actions as well as analyze and adapt behaviors and values (2006). Additionally, the
intercultural communicative competence approach dismisses the idea of a Standard English
speaker as a role model (Piątkowska, 2015). Interculturality takes into account five major
components: analytical, emotional, creative, behavioral, and functional (Byram, 2006;
Piątkowska, 2015).
Analytical competence centers around the idea that one is able to understand core beliefs,
principles, and contradictions of other cultures or societies and can make connections to his or
her own situation (Byram, 2006).
Emotional competence involves one’s ability and desire to expose himself or herself to
dissimilar cultural experiences as well as taking an interest in while simultaneously sustaining
respect for differences in culture (Byram, 2006). Creative competence deals with the ability to
use cultural diversity for inspiration and to find alternatives (Byram, 2006).
Behavioral competence is linked to one’s ability to interpret and understand spoken and
written language as well as nonverbal communicative behavior (Byram, 2006). Within
behavioral competence, there is also the need to reconcile any miscommunications across
differing modes of communication (Byram, 2006).
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Functional competence is the ability to sustain positive relationships on an interpersonal
level as well as to overcome issues to accomplish goals (Byram, 2006).
As one can see, IS, intercultural awareness, intercultural adroitness, and ICC are different
terms that encompass different concepts; yet, they are all interconnected in and important to the
development of one’s ICC as well as understanding the various ICC models. ICC development is
key in analyzing and understanding worldviews and cultural identities in order to successfully
create more inclusive environments.
A Sociolinguistic Understanding of the Many Englishes
Linguistic ideologies can lead to judgements of speakers by listeners, and minority
accents are denigrated and considered to be deficient (Munro, Derwing, & Sato, 2006). Speakers
who hold positions of social, political, or economic power will establish linguistic rules and
standards (Baugh, 2000). The resulting standard dialect becomes the norm for dictionaries,
grammar textbooks, and the teaching of the language, and this standard dialect was established
by powerful people who were considered to be at the right place at the right time (Davies, 2005).
Thus, the linguistic national standards in the United States, which resulted in Standard American
English, are shrouded in the nation’s colonial and prejudiced origins. Because self-knowledge
and cultural identity, as well as analytical awareness, develop through knowledge about other
cultures (Holmes & O’Neill, 2012), developing an understanding of the sociolinguistic aspects of
marginalized English dialects contributes to the knowledge area of cultures. For the scope of my
project, the historic and linguistic components of English dialects, which can be considered by
many to be “bad or incorrect English,” will be examined and discussed in order to develop the
linguistic knowledge and sensitivity of the participants in my trainings. The dialects of English
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explored are African American Vernacular English (AAVE), Chicano/a English (ChE), and
English Language Learners English (ELLE).
Historic Backdrop of AAVE to Develop Knowledge
AAVE is unique from other dialects of English in the sense that it is “the linguistic and
paralinguistic consequence of the African slave trade” (Baugh, 2000, p. 6). Enslavers
systematically isolated people from their language groups, deliberately planning the deaths of
their language (Baugh, 1983). No other American minority group has encountered this type of
linguistic isolation through forced capture (Baugh, 1983). Enslaved Africans were not allowed to
learn to read or write in order for the enslaver to maintain continued power and control. These
restrictive laws actively prohibited access to education and kept enslaved Africans illiterate
(Baugh, 2000). It was through this manipulation and control of literacy and language that
European enslavers “provided the sociolinguistic conditions that fostered the development of a
unique Black Language in the United States” (Alim & Baugh, 2007, p. 3).
Even after the abolition of slavery in 1865, segregation laws continued to deny African
Americans and many others, including women, equal access to schools and education. For
example, Plessy v. Ferguson constitutionally supported laws that promoted racial segregation.
Many African Americans and their supporters realized that White facilities received better
funding from both local and state governments (Alim & Baugh, 2007). Thus “separate but equal”
was in fact unequal “and the de jure segregation helped to reinforce the ideology of White
supremacy” (Alim & Baugh, 2007, p. 4). While Brown v. the Board of Education overruled
Plessy v. Ferguson and schools had to be desegregated, there is no question that the United
States still operates and is attempting to deal with the effects of a caste system, which is,
according to Labov, a “color-marking system” (Labov, 1972, p. 204). In fact, the United States
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seems to be in the process of resegregation and not just of African Americans and Whites. It
appears that all communities are segregating from one another due to our current political
climate, and as Alim and Baugh note, “most Black and Brown children attend racially segregated
schools … and the increasing resegregation of U.S. cities is strongly correlated with poverty
levels” (Alim & Baugh, 2007, p. 5).
In addition to prejudices in the political and educational arena, racist minstrel shows and
prejudiced portrayals of African Americans on the radio and in Western and World War II films
not only furthered racist stereotypes in popular culture but also gave credence to racist
scholarship, which allowed stereotypes to pass from generation to generation (Baugh, 2000;
Lippie-Green, 1997).
With this history of racism embedded in the social, political, and educational fibers of the
United States, Arthur Jensen, an educational psychologist and educator at UC Berkeley, claimed
that whites were genetically superior to African Americans based on IQ test scores. Fortunately,
William Labov destroyed this cognitive deficit hypothesis and dispelled the racist myth that
AAVE is illogical and ungrammatical with his strategic analysis of AAVE in “The Logic of
Nonstandard English” (Baugh & Smitherman, 2007, p. 118). With his research and paper, Labov
also rebuts the argument of psychologists like Bereiter and Englemann (1966) who claimed that
African American children in the inner-city were non-verbal and/or spoke a deficient variety of
English, which lacked grammar and logic (Rickford, 2016). This deficit discourse continues to
abound, especially in educational settings (Shapiro, 2014).
Early Linguistic Work on African American Vernacular English
The origins of AAVE have a varied and contested history, yet it is important to have an
understanding of this scholarly history because “the past informs the present” (Baugh &
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Smitherman, 2007, p. 115). The earliest work on AAVE came from the 19th century and focused
on its “baby talk” quality (Baugh & Smitherman, 2007). While far from linguistic sophistication,
the first study on “Negro language-usage” was published by James Harrison in 1884 (Baugh &
Smitherman, 2007, p. 115). Harrison claimed that “Negro English,” a term he coined, had origins
in old dialects such as Old English or Old Norse, and that the African-derived parts demonstrated
intellectual inferiority (Baugh & Smitherman, 2007). This type of scholarly thinking about the
speech of African Americans continued into the 20th century through the work of scholars such
as Bennet, Krapp, and Mencken (Baugh & Smitherman, 2007).
These conceptions of AAVE were challenged in a linguistic way by Lorenzo Turner as
early as the 1930s, yet much of his work was undervalued and largely ignored until its revival in
the 1960s (Baugh & Smitherman, 2007). Turner felt it was necessary to study African languages
if he were to understand the origin and forms of the Gullah Blacks, so he studied and mastered
Kongo, Yoruba, Krio, Mende, and Igbo (Baugh & Smitherman, 2007). Turner’s research created
a possible connection to African language in the speech of Blacks outside of the Gullah region
and “uncovered at least 4,000 West African words in frequent use and fundamental African
survivals in sound and syntax” (Baugh & Smitherman, 2007, p. 117).
In the 1970s, many linguists wanted to argue and disprove the claim that AAVE was
evidence of cognitive deficits. Thus, linguists like Labov set out to disprove these earlier deficit
theories through systematic research in order to prove that AAVE was in fact a rule governed
and logical language (Baugh & Smitherman, 2007).
While the linguists of the 70s agreed that AAVE was systematic and debunked the
cognitive and linguistic deficit theories, not all scholars or linguists could agree on the linguistic
origins of AAVE, and Labov himself actually varied his view on the origins of AAVE (Rickford,
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2016). According to Labov (1972), there are many elements of AAVE that point to a strong
Creole influence. Taking into account that some deCreolization has occurred, the historical
background of AAVE is “that it was formed as a regional pattern and became aligned with the
grammar and phonology of other southern dialects before it emerged as the uniform pattern we
find in northern cities” (Labov, 1972, p. 8). Another linguist (the first African American woman
linguist), Beryl Bailey, also argued that AAVE was a prior Creole language and that there were
differences in the syntactic structure of AAVE and Standard American English (Baugh &
Smitherman, 2007). She acknowledged strong similarities between Black American speech and
Jamaican Creole (Baugh & Smitherman, 2007). Bailey called for new instructional strategies
focusing on the structural differences between “AAL and ME [mainstream English]” (Baugh &
Smitherman, 2007). Unfortunately, she died before she was able to test her linguistic and
pedagogical theories.
Martin Luther King Junior Elementary School Children v. Ann Arbor School District
Board (1979) was a crucial turning point in the research traditions of AAVE. The children in this
case had been placed in learning disability classes as well as speech pathology classes when they
were intelligent children who could learn if adequately taught. The judge’s ruling established a
linguistic model—for the first time it was made into law that AAVE was a “legitimate form of
speech” (Baugh & Smitherman, 2007, p. 121). As a result of the ruling, the educators at King
School were given a yearlong linguistic training program, which resulted in the students
improving their reading. However, according to Baugh and Smitherman (2007), there was no
additional follow up after this ruling. The post King era sparked even more scholarly research of
AAVE.
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In 1983, Labov focused on a newer hypothesis that AAVE had diverged greatly from
White vernaculars of the 20th century. This divergence hypothesis was proposed by Labov and
Harris (1986) and was supported by various pieces of evidence from Philadelphia (Rickford,
2016). Labov stated that AAVE had not continued to deCreolize and converge toward Standard
English, yet the grammar was diverging more from White varieties (Baugh & Smitherman,
2007). This divergence hypothesis also has critics and supporters. While in some regards it is
clear that the verb tense-aspect system of AAVE identified by Labov, Bailey, and their students
are, in fact, 20th-century innovations (Rickford, 2016), other features of AAVE seem consistent
with older African American traditions (Rickford, 2016).
Regardless of the origins of AAVE, Labov notes in his 2010 argument that the
educational and social problems of African Americans have gotten worse due to increased racial
segregation and linguistic divergence (Rickford, 2016), and linguistic myths still lead to
inadequate teaching.
Selected Grammatical Elements of African American Vernacular English
William Labov’s research (1972) was concerned with two major aspects: structural
conflicts and functional conflicts of Standard and Nonstandard English. With regards to the
structural conflicts, Labov was primarily concerned with interference with learning that stemmed
from linguistic structures that did not match (Labov, 1972). One such interference could stem
from a different set of homonyms.
In the speech of African American children, there are a large number of homonyms that
are different from the set of homonyms that the teacher uses (Labov, 1972). If the teacher is
aware of these differences, then there will be no problems in teaching reading. However, if the
teacher is unaware of these differences, problems will undoubtedly arise (Labov, 1972). This list
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of homonyms seems to stem from the four phonological differences: r-lessness, l-lessness,
consonant clusters simplification, and final consonants weakening (Labov, 1972).
With so many different homonyms, African American children may have difficulty
recognizing standard spellings of these words (Labov, 1972). Students may also struggle with
looking up words in the dictionary. However, if the teacher is aware of this possible problem, no
reading struggles need to occur. Yet, if both teacher and students remain ignorant of these
differences in their sets of homonyms, confusion will happen in every reading assignment
(Labov, 1972).
These shifts in the sound system are concurrent with grammatical differences between
standard and nonstandard English (Labov, 1972). Some of the grammatical differences can be
seen in the copula or BE system, the tense system (future and past), and the possessive s.
Examining one of Labov’s grammatical correlations in more detail reveals that the be forms of
the verb are oftentimes not realized in a sentence. Therefore, one might encounter sentences such
as he tired. It is through his systematic study of the copula system that lead to his now worldrenowned generalization that wherever Standard English can contract the copula, AAVE can
delete it, and that where Standard English cannot contract, the copula cannot be deleted in
AAVE (Rickford, 2016). While later contested, Labov’s concept of “inherent variability” has
achieved one major point of agreement—it’s had a significant and lasting impact on the field of
sociolinguistics (Rickford, 2016).
Therefore, in reviewing the literature, linguistic ignorance can lead to misunderstandings
and perpetuate linguistic myths and deficit discourses, and it has become evident that knowing
the linguistic history and origins of AAVE can disrupt deficit discourses and help students or
employees navigate academic English while acknowledging and valuing linguistic heritage.
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Historic Overview of Chicano/a English to Develop Knowledge
The acknowledgement of ChE as an acceptable dialect of English is nonexistent in
mainstream U.S. society (Penfield & Ornstein-Galicia, 1985), and much of the early research in
ChE revolved around the ideas that ChE was a type of nonnative English that second language
learners used. In other words, many researchers suggested that ChE could be explained by
Spanish interference. One such researcher, Sawyer, gave a higher status to the interlanguage of
nonnative English speakers, which, consequently, discounted the existence of ChE spoken by
native speakers (Santa Ana, 1993). In other words, she argued that the native-English-speaking
Chicanos spoke an “unnatural style of English” (Santa Ana, 1993, p.7); ChE was an imperfect
state of the mastery of English (Penfield & Ornstein-Galicia, 1985). Other researchers regarded
ChE as a temporary or transitional phenomenon resulting from incipient bilingualism (Penfield
& Ornstein-Galicia, 1985), claiming that ChE was just a stepping stone on the way to mastering
Standard American English (Fought, 2003). However, current research establishes Chicano/a
English as a non-standard variety of English, which has been influenced by Spanish contact, yet
it is spoken as a native dialect by both monolingual and bilingual speakers (Fought, 2003). ChE
is a dialect in “its own right [and should be] separate from AAE [African American English] and
CAE [California Anglo English]” (Fought, 2003, p. 2), a view that was supported by Santa Ana
(1993) when he states that Chicano/a English should be distinguished from the English of second
language learners and, therefore, ChE should be seen as a dialect spoken only by native speakers.
ChE is a dialect that is thriving in many areas of the United States—California, Arizona,
Colorado, New Mexico, Texas (Penfield & Ornstein-Galicia, 1985)—and has no signs of being
abandoned (Fought, 2003). According to Fought, it is an “important cultural marker, a reminder
of linguistic history, and a fertile field for the study of language contact phenomena and
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linguistic identity issues. It may even, in the area of intonation, carry a tiny seed of influence
from Nahuatl” (Fought, 2003, p. 2). Yet, like any other dialect, ChE exists on a continuum from
less to more standard and from “less to more influenced by other dialects” (Fought, 2003, p. 3).
It is important to acknowledge the use of “standard” in the sense of standard English as well as to
reiterate that the standard in the United States is rooted in hegemonic ideology as addressed in
the discussing of AAVE.
Myths about ChE still abound, and this has devastating repercussions in educational and
work domains. One of the major myths of ChE is that it is a version of English spoken by
peoples whose first language is Spanish (Fought, 2003). Thus, Spanish introduces “mistakes”
into the speaker’s English. Fought (2003) noted that when she administered and graded the
Bilingual Syntax Measure test in a high school in LA, students who were completely fluent in
English were classified as “limited English proficiency (LEP)” because of the non-standard
dialect forms that they used. When she brought this to the attention of the principal, the response
was that it did not matter why that students’ English scores were so low because the LEP
provided funding (Fought, 2003).
Another myth that surrounds ChE is that Chicano/a English is equivalent to “Spanglish”
(Fought, 2003, p. 5). While linguists view codeswitching as a part of multilingual or bilingual
communities, many non-linguists view this type of language use as inaccurate, sloppy, or a
degradation to one or both of the languages (Fought, 2003). Some even argue that labeling this
type of codeswitching between English and Spanish as “Spanglish” is negative as undermines
identities by not taking the linguistic behavior of bilinguals seriously (Penfield & OrnsteinGalicia, 1985). Yet, some view “Spanglish” in a positive way. While “Spanglish” is not ChE,
“codeswitching and mixing is an active part of the community,” and one monolingual speaker in
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Fought’s (2003) study said that it allowed monolingual English speakers to participate and get
the gist of conversations among Spanish speakers in the community (Fought, 2003, p. 6).
A third myth stems from a negative portrayal of Mexican Americans and Latinos/as in popular
culture, particularly as portrayed in the media and movies; oftentimes, Mexicans and Mexican
Americans are stereotypically portrayed as drug dealers, gang members, or uneducated and
violent individuals (Fought, 2003).
The last myth is that ChE is simply incorrect or that speakers of ChE have bad grammar.
As a result, ChE suffers from the same criticisms and stereotypes that affect other nonstandard
dialects such as AAVE (Fought, 2003). The general population often lacks the knowledge that
non-standard dialects are rule governed and have patterns of usage, just like the standard dialect
(Fought, 2003). It is not a linguistic distinction between the dialects, but rather a social and
political one that stems from a power imbalance. Therefore, in reviewing the literature it appears
that speakers of ChE can experience tremendous discrimination in the educational and
professional domains similarly to discrimination that any speaker of a stigmatized dialect may
experience.
Examining treatment of Mexican Americans in the United States in the educational
domain throughout history aids in understanding the source of this power imbalance and myths
that surround ChE; this understanding of power imbalance can then be extended to the work
domain. Many people are unaware of Mexican Americans’ exclusion from much of the
scholarship on civil rights (Valencia, 2008), and while earlier scholars documented the
inferiority of the educational facilities and segregation of Mexican American schools, it has only
been “in the contemporary era that researches have empirically examine the adverse academic
effects associated with school segregation” (Valencia, 2008, p.11).
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The history of segregation runs deep in America. While many know about The Jim Crow
laws that legally segregated African Americans, few are aware of the segregation of Mexican
Americans. Mexican Americans were intentionally separated from their white peers in public
schools after 1848 in the decades that followed the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (Valencia,
2008). The signing of this treaty, combined with the annexation of territory to the US, signaled
the beginning of decades of constant prejudice and discrimination of peoples living in the US
and of Mexican origin (Valencia, 2008). Racial isolation became a “normative practice”
especially in the US Southwest (Valencia, 2008). This racial isolation allowed whites to maintain
their privilege and dominance, which connects to Baugh’s (1983; 2000; 2015) observations
about power imbalances. However, unlike the overt systematic segregation of AfricanAmericans, it appears that much of the segregation of Mexican Americans was covert (Valencia,
2008).
In 1925, there was a Texas state law that declared that school districts could not segregate
Mexican American students because of race, yet the district and schools could segregate
Mexican American children for educational and instructional reasons (Valencia, 2008).
Oftentimes, the educational reasons were just a facade attempting to mask race-based motives.
This is seen in the 1930 court case of the Independent School District v. Salvatierra as discussed
in Valencia (2008):
the educational justification for segregation of the Mexican American was merely a
smoke screen for the school board’s race-based opposition to mixing young Mexican
American and White children in the same classrooms. Within the context of CRT
[Critical Race Theory], we see that the school board was more interested in maintaining
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White privilege instead of providing educational equality for Mexican American
children. (p. 18)
Again, we see the desire to maintain power and control factor into these racial stereotypes. This
segregation also established a stereotype that Mexican Americans have a language deficiency.
Thus, speaking dialects that are different from standard English are seen as deficient, and a
deficit discourse ensues.
This legalized segregation of Mexican Americans continued into the 1970s, and it is
important to understand how this educational segregation continued for Mexican Americans after
Brown v. Board of Education. Legally speaking, Mexican Americans were considered “other
whites” which meant that they were not referred to as “people of color (Valencia, 2008, p. 16).
The Cisneros v. Corpus Christi ISD was a fundamental court case in the 1970s as it resulted in
Mexican Americans’ protection under Brown (Valencia, 2008). While these are two important
cases to begin to understand the racism Mexican Americans faced, these cases are just two of
many that fought for educational equality of Mexican American students.
Mexican Americans were also linguistically oppressed from the 1920s to the 1960s,
especially through the implementation of English only policies (Valencia, 2008). While ChE is
not a result of Spanish interference, ChE is not separate from Spanish (Fought, 2003) and by
enforcing English only policies, deficit discourses and hegemonic ideology are propagated. For
example, many schools experienced “Americanization programs” that limited the use of Spanish
and excluded the incorporation of Mexican culture into the curriculum (Valencia, 2008, p. 158).
These policies were used to “ensure the hegemony of the English language and Anglo culture”
(Valencia, 2008, p. 159). The effect of linguistic oppression via English only policies should be
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investigated further as it may affect perceptions of Mexican Americans and subsequently
perceptions of ChE speakers as well as to ELLs.
Selected Grammatical Elements of ChE
ChE differs from other dialects primarily in phonology or pronunciation. For example, in
the ChE spoken in Los Angeles, Fought (2003) noticed consonant cluster reductions, a lack of
glides, glottalization of final voiceless stops. In terms of consonant cluster reduction, the /t/ or /d/
is often dropped, a pattern which somewhat mimics AAVE. For example, “least is realized as
[lis]” (Fought, 2003, p. 68). The use of invariant be in Fought’s (2003) studies also showed a
connection or influence from AAVE, which is a grammatical influence. And while there seem to
be more similarities between AAVE and ChE, especially in regards to consonant clusters, the
placement of word or sentence stress in ChE is markedly different from AAVE (Fought, 2003).
It is difficult to determine whether these similarities between AAVE and ChE developed
independently of one another or through contact (Fought, 2003). This is an area that warrants
more research especially since ChE has received little research when compared to AAVE
(Fought, 2003).
There are also general lexical differences in ChE from Standard English. Take, for
example, the world barely. In Fought’s (2003) studies of ChE, barely meant recently: “He just
barely got a job …” (Fought, 2003, p. 104).
English Language Learners
There are considerable negative stereotypes toward nonstandard dialects, especially
AAVE and ChE, in the political, educational, and societal domains. This became apparent
especially after researching the historic and linguistic aspects of AAVE and ChE. As a result of
these stereotypes, it is clear that some educators continue to believe that nonstandard English is a
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clear sign of lower cognitive potential (Baugh, 2000). This linguistic intolerance of nonstandard
English extends to anyone who speaks with a dialect that is stigmatized, and many educators
confuse language difference with language pathology (Baugh, 2000; Baugh, 2015; Gutierrez et
al., 2009; Lippie-Green, 1997; Munro et al., 2006). Every person should be “allowed to celebrate
his or her linguistic and cultural heritage, and none should ever be made to bear the... burdens of
linguistic shame” (Baugh, 2000, p. 103), and thus developing an understanding of the many
Englishes can help improve environments by promoting understanding and respect of other
dialects and customs.
Teachers are expected to focus their instruction on both literacy development and oratory
skills development (Taylor, Vlac, & Wetzel, 2018). This increased attention to curriculum
standards “manifests itself” in the correction of student language or in planned instructional
activities (Taylor et al., 2018, p. 23). These approaches, however, may not be informed by
linguists (Denham, 2015), and, as a result, teachers may unwittingly produce or reproduce
language ideologies that are the dominant ideologies as related to race and literacy (Alim,
Rickford, & Ball, 2016; Taylor et al., 2018).
Students and employees who are of culturally and linguistically diverse populations are
subjected to deficit discourse (Alford, 2014), and deficit discourses often use an “explanation of
the underperformance of underachievement of non-dominant students in the nonalignment of
cultural practices of the home and school” (Gutierrez et al., 2009, p. 218). This view ascribes
“failure” to individual’s traits, which include home languages and cultural backgrounds
(Gutierrez et al., 2009). This also results in labeling individuals as “at risk” or as “low achievers”
(Gutierrez et al., 2009). Thus, this “failure” correlates to the fact that they are “different from the
dominant norm” (Alford, 2014, p.72). In other words, they are grouped as the “Other.” English
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Language Learners of all ages are also subjected to this deficit discourse, and in the process of
acquiring academic English can be labeled as deficient.
Deficit discourses about ELLs at school abound (Shapiro, 2014), and “students who are
presumed to be educationally deficient are not predicted to reach high levels of achievement, and
therefore may not be encourages to challenge themselves academically” (Shapiro, 2014, p. 397).
Additionally, this deficit discourse can lead to another deficit discourse known as the “SE myth”
or the Standard English myth, which is the notion that there is a universally agreed-upon set of
rules for “proper use of Spoken English” (Bacon, 2017, p. 343). As a result, any language that
deviates from these rules is considered wrong or bad (Bacon, 2017); these ideas of language
superiority have been disproven by linguists, yet they still exist in educational domains (Baugh,
2000; Lippie-Green, 2012). This reinforces linguistic discrimination (Bacon, 2017), especially
with ELLs.
While some educators do take a linguistically informed stance toward language variation,
it was noted that the teachers did not explore the implications of this stance for their daily
teaching and instructional methods (Taylor et al., 2018, p. 27), emphasizing the need to transition
from linguistically-informed views to linguistically-informed practices.
Teachers must develop their “ideological clarity” in conjunction with their “pedagogical
expertise” (Alfaro & Bartolomé, 2017, p. 12). Bartolomé defines “ideological clarity” as the
“process that requires individuals to compare and contrast their explanations of the existing
social order with those propagated by the dominant society” (Alfaro & Bartolomé, 2017, p. 12).
By comparing and contrasting these ideologies consciously, teachers will understand how their
belief systems are a reflection of the dominant society’s hierarchical structures and how these
structures support inequitable conditions; many educators adhere to the mainstream culture,
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which maintains that linguistic minority and immigrant students should assimilate (Alfaro &
Bartolomé, 2017). In fact, many teachers in training still maintain deficit ideologies about
Standard English (Bacon, 2017). A sociolinguistic understanding will give teachers the necessary
tools to create a pedagogical structure that will enhance “linguistic minority students’ ability to
acquire standard Spanish and English [while creating] spaces in which the students’ cultural
voices can emerge” (Alfaro and Bartolomé, 2017, p. 18). Additionally, study of ideology should
be a necessary component of any teacher education course (Alfaro & Bartolomé, 2017).
However, dismantling deficit ideologies requires more than a “cosmetic changes in
terminology” (Bacon, 2017, p. 352). To try to move beyond solely changing the labels in order to
disrupt the ideologies behind deficit theory (Bacon, 2017), perhaps teachers and educators must
develop a sociolinguistic understanding of ELLE and combine it with self-reflection and efficacy
to move toward an asset approach. Therefore, in reflecting on the research, gaining a
sociolinguistic understanding is of tantamount importance for evaluating one’s own bias and
working toward creating an inclusive environment.
Lastly, short narratives can be used in teacher training programs to address issues in
language and power as they relate to teaching (Taylor et al., 2018). Stories can also provide a
discursive space for people from “non-dominant groups whose perspectives tend to be
marginalized” (Taylor, et. al, 2018, p. 29), in this case English Language Learners. This could
possibly help foster empathy and understanding, which could in turn provide monolingual
speaking individuals a wider perspective on language variation (Taylor et al., 2018).
The Role of Self-Reflection and Efficacy
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Self-reflection is necessary to fully develop cultural critical awareness in order to overcome
biases (Gay & Kipchoge, 2003). Thus, this theme of continuous self-reflection, implementation,
and self-efficacy is essential to my project.
Oftentimes, discussing identity and developing a reflective practice can create
uncomfortable situations; in order to develop a critically reflective mindset, one must confront
views that are often difficult as they might not be considered politically correct (Nadan & Stark,
2016).
In their study on reflexivity and discomfort, Nadan and Stark gave the Implicit
Association Test (IAT) to eighty-three Israeli undergraduate students and then collected and
analyzed their reflection papers (Nadan & Stark, 2016). In their results, they discovered that the
experience of taking this test produced many negative emotions such as fear, anxiety, and
tensions (Nadan & Stark, 2016). Students were concerned that the test could identify and
acknowledge biased or racist ideas (Nadan & Stark, 2016). For example, one of the participants
was concerned with discovering their preconceptions (Nadan & Stark, 2016). In addition to
insights into the role of discomfort in examining bias, Nadan and Stark discovered three types of
coping strategies individuals used to cope with emotional discomfort: rejection of test reliability,
justification of the results, production of desired results (an individual free from bias) (Nadan &
Stark, 2016). The third finding reinforces and supports the need for the use of self-reflection to
identify, understand, and modify stereotypical biases that can lead to the creation of hostile
environments.
In order to challenge familiar social standards, emotional attitudes toward these standards
must change; developing continuous self-reflection allows acknowledgement of social
inequalities and power relations that perpetuate these inequalities (Nadan & Stark, 2016).
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To help negotiate conflict—an important and necessary skill for teachers, managers and
administrators—one must manage his or her own predetermined stereotypes of other groups
(Ting-Toomey, 2007). Vigilantly comparing culture-level analysis with individual-level analysis
(Ting-Toomey, 2007) aids in managing biases through critical awareness or mindfulness, which I
have coined continuous self-reflection. However, before continuous self-reflection can be fully
realized, one must acquire culture-sensitive knowledge. Without cultural knowledge, one cannot
have the suitable mindset to reframe interpretation of a conflict situation from other cultural
standpoints (Ting-Toomey, 2007). Thus, culture-sensitive knowledge is important to uncover
“ethnocentric lenses” (Ting-Toomey, 2007, p. 19) through which one views situations and
interactions. As language is an important part of culture, developing a sociolinguistic knowledge
of the many Englishes is an important concept to developing self-reflection as it will help
individuals move beyond an ethnocentric point of view. Additionally, this knowledge can aid in
being mindful and reflecting on and analyzing biases and assumptions that can create hostile
environments.
Mindful reflection involves understanding one’s own culture and then delving into
personal assumptions (Ting-Toomey, 2007). It is a “systematic way of cultivating a sense of
exquisite attention and noticing of individuals, events, conflict stories, verbal and nonverbal
messages” (Ting-Toomey, 2007, p. 20). In other words, mindfulness is systematic reflection, and
to be systematic one must continually engage in reflection. Engaging in continuous selfreflection prompts a shift in focus from the “Other” to the “Self” as well as calls for examination
of power relations and privileges, especially white privileges, involved in creating and
maintaining conceptions of the “Other” (Kondrat, 1999; Jeyasingham, 2012).
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Schon’s idea of a reflective practitioner as discussed in Nadan & Stark (2016) focus on
reflection in action and reflection on action. In other words, analyzing and observing during an
experience (in) or after the action (on) (Nadan & Stark, 2016). According to Latting as cited in
Nadan and Stark, developing this critical reflection promotes acknowledgement of the way that
the various -isms such as racism and sexism can affect beliefs and feelings in professional and
personal settings (Nadan & Stark, 2016).
Creating opportunities for multiple identity groups to interact and participate in
cooperative learning techniques such as team-building activities can encourage the groups to see
the “human face beyond the broad-based stereotypic group membership labels” (Ting-Toomey,
2007, p. 17). It is important to note that this intergroup contact should be actively supported by
members of the organization who are key authority figures (Ting-Toomey, 2007), which means
that principals and CEOs or directors should also participate in these activities. In order to
promote more positive intergroup relations, it is important to hone skills such as mindful
reframing, respectful dialogue skills across culture, and deep listening skills (Ting-Toomey,
2007).
Being mindful of suitable and constructive conflict strategies in addition to obtaining a
mastery of cultural elements is crucial to becoming an interculturally competent conflict manager
(Ting-Toomey, 2007). Self-reflection can promote open-mindedness, which is essential to
understanding oneself and can extend to learning acceptance and tolerance (Korne et al., 2007).
Lastly, the role of self-efficacy is imperative to implementation of (re)learned skills and attitudes
in promoting reflection and creation of inclusive spaces. When self-efficacy was emphasized in
diversity training, trainees had a significant increase in their diversity self-efficacy (Combs &
Luthans, 2007). The trainee’s level of diversity self-efficacy was remarkably interconnected to
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the level of difficulty and the number of intentions to engage in positive diversity actions or
initiatives (Combs et al., 2007). All of these findings suggest that diversity programs designed to
incorporate elements of self-efficacy can positively affect one’s intentions to participate in
diversity actions (Combs et al., 2007). Self-efficacy and confidence may support or strengthen
the diversity effort as well as the individual who may be confronted with an uncomfortable
situation (Combs et al., 2007).
Summary
In the literature review, I first examined Hofstede’s model about culture and then
reviewed the literature of selected ICC models. Additionally, I reviewed and explained various
terms such as intercultural sensitivity, intercultural awareness, and intercultural adroitness in
order to understand the subtle differences of the terms and how they related to ICC development.
With this first theme it also became apparent that labels such as “foreigner,” “minority,” and
“other” are dangerous and can help promote stereotypical views and understandings. Thus,
rejecting the idea of a Standard English speaker as a role model is important to developing the
idea of an intercultural speaker. Therefore, learning to become an intercultural communicator is
important to disrupting hegemonic ideology and is a fundamental component to creating
inclusive spaces.
The second theme reviewed was the importance of a sociolinguistic understanding of the
many Englishes; for the scope of this paper, the major focus was on AAVE, ChE, and ELLE. In
reviewing the literature deficit discourse was apparent in all minority dialects of English as well
as the presence of white hegemonic policies and ideology in education and business settings. I
also reviewed and addressed deficit discourses and the Standard English myth and how it
perpetuates linguistic injustices. Thus, an understanding of the sociolinguistic elements of these
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dialects increases knowledge and understanding, which can be used to disrupt deficit discourse
and personal biases to foster inclusive spaces.
In reviewing the last theme of continuous self-reflection and efficacy, the ideas of openmindedness, awareness, and application of (re)learned attitudes and actions was emphasized in
the literature. Additionally, the importance of reflecting on the labels of “self” and “Other” and
the role of power in intergroup interactions was reiterated.
Thus, ICC development—combined with linguistic sensitivity training, continuous selfreflection though confronting discomfort and conflict and developing empathy—is a
fundamental component to my diversity training and to creating truly inclusive environments.
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CHAPTER III
THE PROJECT AND ITS DEVELOPMENT
Brief Description of the Project
The project that I developed is a one-day training with a PowerPoint and a trainee handbook
that is divided into three sessions:
•

an exploration of culture, identity, and intercultural communication;

•

developing a sociolinguistic understanding and resolving intercultural conflicts;

•

focusing on self-reflection and efficacy.
Through this training, educators, administrators, and managers critically examine culture,

bias, and conflict, understand—on a linguistic level—the different dialects of English and
practice conflict resolution by implementing learned concepts, and engage in continuous selfreflection and efficacy through journaling and discussions. Included in the training are various
exercises, scenario studies, role plays, and discussions. Through these multimodal activities,
participants reflect on their own cultural values, confront uncomfortable realizations in a
supportive environment, learn how to overcome cultural and linguistic conflicts, accomplish
goals, foster positive interpersonal relationships, and create spaces that truly celebrate diversity.
A major part of my intercultural communicative competence diversity training is the
examination of cultural beliefs and values. In session one, participants think about their heroes,
rituals, and symbols. In discovering more about their cultural values, they can possibly learn
more about the reasons why they think and act the way that they do. After thinking about and
discussing personal values, symbols, and rituals, participants learn about two dimensions of
Hofstede’s model of culture (1984): power distance and individualism and collectivism. After
learning about power distance and individualism and collectivism, participants re-examine an
anticipation guide that they had previously filled in. They apply their learned knowledge to their
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statements and re-examine their own ideas. For the material in my project I have decided to use
African American Language and Mexican American English as opposed to African American
Vernacular English and Chicano/a English as there can be preconceived ideas and feelings
related to the aforementioned terms, especially Chicano due to political associations and history.
The last part of session one examines Intercultural Communicative Competence and
encourages participants to become intercultural speakers. Participants examine the Triangular
Model of ICC and understand terms necessary to becoming an intercultural communicator and
conflict negotiator. Through this acquisition of knowledge, the participants hopefully gain the
skills needed to engage in critical self-reflection.
Session two immediately follows session one and centers around understanding the
English language through a sociolinguistic lens, which allows for participants to develop
understanding and, in turn, empathy; it also encourages participants to challenge deficit
discourses and the Standard English myth. The second half of session two examines real life
scenarios where participants read, understand, analyze, and resolve conflicts that are perhaps
rooted in intercultural miscommunication or that stem from ideas and biases potentially rooted in
deficit ideology. It is through this critical analysis that encourages one to engage in critical
thinking, which will then transfer to reflecting critically on the participants own beliefs and
actions.
In the last session, participants watch a TED talk by Carol Dweck about developing a
growth mindset in order to kick off the third session, they learn about forming reflective practice
groups and the benefits of self-reflection. They then look back at Session one and two and
respond to a series of questions regarding the content of the training and their own ideas and
beliefs. After reflecting and discussion, participants make an individualized action plan (goals
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and agreements) that details how they will implement learned knowledge into their work and
how they will try to disrupt hegemonic ideologies, deficit discourses, and cultural biases in their
daily interaction.
Development of the Project
In one of my TESOL classes taught by Dr. Popal, I learned about sociolinguistics and the
formation of language from a sociolinguistic perspective. As a result of this class, I began
engaging in dialogues with academics and colleagues about language, culture, and history as
well as reflecting on my own beliefs and misconceptions about language, specifically Standard
English.
In an informal discussion with a few teacher friends of mine, I discovered that while they
had training in creating culturally conscious classrooms, none of them had any linguistic training
or understanding of nonstandard dialects such as African American Vernacular English (AAVE)
or Chicano English (ChE) and their training in teaching English Language Learners was
insufficient. One high school teacher mentioned that in her nine years of teaching, she had only
one workshop regarding English Language Learners. Additionally, this workshop only covered
teaching strategies and nothing about the complexity of language itself— something that she
wishes was discussed. For me, this dialogue sparked a question: Could this lack of linguistic
awareness result in teachers’ lower expectations, which would hinder student learning and create
hostile environments? Moreover, some of my students (I currently teach at an afterschool
enrichment program) told me that they felt unheard in their classrooms because they do not have
the language to express their ideas; instead of helping the students acquire the language to
express themselves, my students felt that the teacher had dismissed them entirely. While I
believe that there are two sides to any story, one must acknowledge and validate that the students
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felt unheard. It is then important to reflect on how one can make students feel heard and
appreciated while helping them acquire academic English. In reflecting on what some of my
students’ have said, I think that educators’ linguistic biases (conscious or unconscious)
negatively affect student confidence and, as a result, perpetuate the stereotypes that ELLs and
minority students are low achieving students.
This dilemma, I discovered, is not just present in the educational setting. In speaking with
friends and acquaintances who work in technology companies, many of them mentioned how
they feel misunderstood or stereotyped because they are culturally different, or not a native or
“standard” English speaker. As a result, hostile work and learning environments interfered with
one's ability to learn, and thus the ideas for my project started germinating.
However, it was through my own reflection that a year—and numerous discussions and
newspaper headlines detailing the hostile learning and work environments in the United States—
later, I decided to create the ICDT as my field project.
The Project
The project in its entirety can be found in the appendix.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
Through the research it is abundantly clear that there is a need for more effective
diversity and intercultural communication training. While changing the language we use to
describe the English that is expected to be used in an academic or work domain from Standard
English to Academic English, as Bacon discovered through his study (2017) is not an adequate
fix and it doesn’t address the underlying hegemonic and deficit ideologies or power imbalance
that exists. However, perhaps this change combined with the other aspects of intercultural
communicative competence, developing knowledge and understanding, and applying selfreflection and efficacy could encourage a paradigm shift. More research is needed in this area
and perhaps future researches can expand on the ideas and research presented in this paper.
Language is powerful, and those who are in positions of power (educators, managers, and
teachers) have a responsibility to ensure that they acknowledge their power and privilege and
actively strive to create truly inclusive environments.

Recommendations
While changing the label of Standard English to Academic English is important, it is not
sufficient and “generations of teacher candidates continue to enter the profession with
assumptions about multidialecticism that are not only factually inaccurate but detrimental to the
populations they serve” (Bacon, 2017, p. 353). Thus, there is a need to address myths about
language and myths about the education system that can perpetuate hegemonic ideologies. For
example, schools must prepare students for the “real world” by teaching them Standard English
(Bacon, 2017, p. 353). However, in the world multilingualism and multidialecticism abound
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(Bacon, 2017). “Linguistic discrimination is certainly pervasive across a variety of institutions,
but this demonstrates the need to educate those perpetuating this prejudice, not those afflicted by
it” (Bacon, 2017, p. 354). Thus, through training, educators, administrators, and managers must
diligently work and train to disrupt these myths as well as the legacy of power dynamics and
racialization (Bacon, 2017).
Educators, administrators, and managers must also exercise critical awareness and
challenge deficit discourses by adopting an asset based or strength-based approach. In an assetbased approach educators, administrators, and managers must value what students and
employees bring to classrooms and offices. In order to value them, educators, managers, and
administrators must truly get to know their students and their employees—who they are outside
of work and school, what makes them excited or upset, what traditions they hold as significant,
and what beliefs they adhere to (Gonzales, 2019). Educators and managers must then take the
time to learn about students and employees, value their assets, and empower them (Gonzales,
2019).
Switching the way that educators, managers, and administrators discuss student and
employee work and performance would also benefit from applying asset based or strength-based
approaches. For example, if a student or employee writes a document that conveys ideas that are
not phrased in Academic or Business English, instead of saying “this is not correct,”
acknowledge any cultural value or linguistic value and then have students or employees consider
the domain that they are writing for, effectively teaching them to codeswitch. Lastly, applying
Dweck’s ideas about Growth Mindset to educators, administrators, and managers can encourage
them to think about self-reflection, student or employee interactions, and their role in creating
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either hostile or inclusive environments. It can encourage them to be mindful of their own fixedmindsets, which can then interrupt the journey of creating inclusive environments.
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SESSION
OVERVIEW
Session 1
Culture & Identity

VISION
ENSURING EFFECTIVE EQUITY

Session 2
Developing Understanding
Resolving Intercultural
Conflicts

Session 3
Self-Reflection & Efficacy

Interculturally competent speakers promote diversity, develop effective
communication, and ensure equity for students and employees alike. ICDT
prepares educators, administrators, and managers to be effective
intercultural speakers by developing three major areas:
•
•
•

Critical Examination of Culture, Bias, & Conflict
Sociolinguistic Understanding of Dialects of English & Conflict
Resolution
Continuous Self-Reflection & Efficacy
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PURPOSE
TRAINING THAT MATTERS
Learn how to resolve conflicts and overcome
misconceptions in order to
•

Foster positive interpersonal relationships

•

Overcome cultural and linguistic conflicts
• Accomplish goals
• Create spaces in which diversity is celebrated
and multilingual and multicultural groups can

thrive.
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A NOTE TO
TEACHERS &
ADMINISTRATORS
INCLUSIVE CLASSROOMS & CAMPUSES
Welcome to the ICDT training. In this one-day
training, you will learn about culture in order to
examine and evaluate your own believes and values
as well as learn about the beliefs and values of
others.
Additionally, you will engage in various exercises
and role-plays that allow you to reflect on, analyze,
and understand students on a sociolinguistic level.
Through this you will deepen your understanding of
language and culture, which will help you as you
continue to embark on your journey to becoming a
culturally responsive educator or administrator.
Lastly, you will learn tools and strategies to help you
apply your learned knowledge into your classrooms
and campuses.

A NOTE TO MANAGERS
INTERCULTURAL DIVERSITY IN THE WORKPLACE
Welcome to the ICDT training. In this one-day training, you will gain the skills necessary to foster inclusive work environments where all
employees lived experiences are understood, valued, and celebrated. Through increasing awareness about culture, examining your own
culture and values, as well as developing a sociolinguistic knowledge of English, you will engage in various activities and analyze scenarios
to develop your skills as an Intercultural Speaker.
Through self-reflection and collaboration, you will learn how to apply these skills to your everyday work environment to improve
relationships among employees and managers, making your company a truly inclusive work space.

Creating Community Together
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Session 1
In this session
Defining Culture & Identity
Understanding Intercultural Communication
Building Deeper Understandings
Trends & New

How Do I Define Culture?
In the box below, write your definition of culture.

How Do I Define Identity?
In the box below, write your definition of identity.

Discuss with a Colleague

8

Culture is complex to define. In fact, there are a lot of
elements that combine to make up a vast array of cultural
identities.

Culture is dynamic in the sense that it
is always changing.

Culture can include everyday actions
•
•
•
•
•

Showing emotions
Not showing emotions
Eating rituals and behaviors
Greetings
Physical distance

It can also include elements of
• Art
• Literature
• Language

Culture is “the collective programming
of the mind that distinguishes members
of one group or category of people from
others.”
(Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov; 2010, p. 21)

9

Culture is Learned
What do we all have in common?
The universal level of culture is what Hofstede coined the
“operating system” (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov; 2010, p. 21).
At the Universal Level
• We have the ability to feel emotions.

happiness
fear

C
U
L

sadness
love

embarrassment
• We have the ability to observe our surroundings
• We can engage in conversation about our
observations
What is Modified?
• The way in which emotions are expressed is modified by culture

T
U
R
E

What Makes Us Unique?

PERSONALITY
(partly inherited & partly learned through our cultural and personal experiences)

10

• specific to individual
Personality
• learned & inherited

Culture

Human
Nature

• learned
• specific to group

• universal
• inherited

Adapted from Hofstede, Hofstede, Minkov’s Levels
of Uniqueness in Mental Programming (2010, p. 22).
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Read the statements in the
chart. Write an X under
agree if you agree with the
statement. Write an X
under disagree if you
disagree with the
statement.

AGREE or DISAGREE
Adapted from the concepts found in Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov (2010)

AGREE

DISAGREE

I like to be very close to people when having a conversation.
The way someone speaks reflects their level of intelligence.
I feel comfortable openly sharing my opinions during meetings.
During a meeting, my supervisor or superior must directly ask
me a question in order for me to respond.
I prefer to have a lot of physical space when talking with
others.
Children should be seen as an old-age security to parents.
Managers should rely on superiors and formal rules.
Parents should treat children as equals.
Speaking one’s mind is a characteristic of an honest person.
Adult children can live with their parents.
Harmony should be maintained and direct confrontation be
avoided.
Learning how to learn is the purpose of education.
Learning how to do is the purpose of education.
Relationships should triumph over tasks.

Tasks should triumph over relationships.
Subordinates should be told what to do.

12

Heroes
Symbols
Rituals
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What are my Rituals?
Read the questions in the boxes. Write a detailed response for each question.

How do you greet friends?

How do you greet coworkers?

How do you greet your boss?

How do you greet someone you are meeting for the first time?

14

What are some important rituals that you practice? Why
are they important to you?

What are some holidays that you celebrate? Why do you
celebrate them? How do you celebrate them?

15

Think about the questions in each box. Write a detailed response for each question in the space below.

W
h
o
A
r

Who was a model for your behavior?

What person (real or imaginary) represents the ideal characteristics that
are highly prized in your culture? Describe this person in detail.

e
M
y
H
E
R
O

Whom do you admire? Why?

E
S
?
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What are my Symbols?
●

●

●

____________________________________________________________
What are
some words, pictures, gestures, or objects that have special meaning for you? What are they? Why do they
have special meaning? Write your responses on the lines below.
____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

●

●

●
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In the history of United States, there have been many discussions about groups being
intellectually inferior. For example, as mentioned in Baugh & Smitherman (2007), Arthur
Jensen claimed that whites were genetically superior to African Americans based on IQ
tests. This is problematic on many levels:
• IQ tests contain biases and are insensitive to differences in social environment.
• Sociolinguist William Labov debunked this deficit discourse and dispelled these
racist myths (Baugh & Smitherman, 2007).

While statements similar the ones Arthur Jensen made have been debunked,

What stereotypes have been encouraged to thrive?
18

Power Distance

19

Use the space below to write what you learn about power distance as it relates to
the different domains: family, work, school. Use the space below to write what you
learn about individualism and collectivism. How might this pertain to culture? How
might it affect intercultural communication?

Families

Work

School

20

Individual vs Collective

21

Use the space below to write what you learn about
individualism and collectivism. How might this
pertain to culture? How might it affect intercultural
communication?

Individualist

Collectivist

22

Culture
Revisited

On the next page, revisit the statements in the
Agree or Disagree Chart from page 12. What do
you recognize as cultural differences based on
what you have learned thus far?

23

Notes
I like to be very close to people when having a
conversation.
What did you learn:

The way someone speaks reflects their level of
intelligence.
What did you learn:

I feel comfortable openly sharing my opinions during
meetings.
What did you learn:

During a meeting, my supervisor or superior must
directly ask me a question in order for me to
respond.
What did you learn:
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I prefer to have a lot of physical space when talking
with others.
What did you learn:

Children should be seen as an old-age security to
parents.
What did you learn:

Managers should rely on superiors and formal rules.
What did you learn:

Parents should treat children as equals.
What did you learn:

Speaking one’s mind is a characteristic of an honest
person.
What did you learn:

25

Adult children can live with their parents.
What did you learn:

Harmony should be maintained and direct
confrontation be avoided.
What did you learn:

Learning how to learn is the purpose of education.
What did you learn:

Learning how to do is the purpose of education.
What did you learn:

Relationships should triumph over tasks.
What did you learn:

26

Tasks should triumph over relationships.
What did you learn:

Subordinates should be told what to do.
What did you learn:

Avoid judging
others from your
own cultural values

Familiarize yourself
and understand
cultural values that
differ from your
own

27

Unknowingly, you can
bring your own cultural
ideas to any situation

Avoid making
judgements about
another person. Your
judgements are often
based on your own
cultural values

We are capable of
communicating with
and learning and
understanding others

Learn about cultural
values that differ from
your own. Learn about
your coworkers,
students, managers,
employees

28

Avoid the temptation to feel
that “others” have “bad
intentions” or are of “bad
character”

Instead, realize and understand
that they might be acting
according to different cultural
rules, or that you might be
unconsciously basing your
judgement on deficit discourses
or stereotypes

29

What have I learned about
my cultural values?

30

INTERCULTURAL
COMMUNICATIVE
COMPETENCE

I
C
C

In some cultures, greetings
involve shaking hands.
In others, greetings involve
bowing, hugging, or kissing.
A
What are some examples of
nonverbal communication?

31

What do you know about the following terms or concepts?
Write your ideas in the space below the term or concept.

32

Intercultural
Sensitivity

Intercultural
Communicative
Competence
Intercultural
Awareness

Adapted from the Triangular Model of ICC (Chen, 1997; Chen & Dai, 2014).
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Intercultural Sensitivity
Interculturally Sensitive
people are able to

ecognize
ppreciate
espect
cultural ideas that are
exchanged.
They also have more
awareness during
conversations (Chen, 1997)

34

THE IMPORTANCE OF SELF-ESTEEM & SELF-MONITORING
HOW DO SELF-ESTEEM & SELF-MONITORING HELP IMPROVE INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE?

Open-mindedness encourages understanding of and acceptance of disparate ideologies and worldviews.

High self-esteem creates a sense of dignity and
self-respect. This gives individuals the ability to
deal with uncomfortable feelings such as
anxiety and isolation. Often times, these
feelings of anxiety are a result of intercultural
communication (Chen & Starosta, 2000).
Self-esteem encourages development of
respect for differences during intercultural
encounters (Chen & Starosta, 2000).

Self-monitoring is the ability to adapt and
modify behavior (Chen & Starosta, 2000).
People who self-monitor have these skill sets:
• more sensitive to
• more mindful of
individuals who are culturally different.
(Chen & Starosta, 2000)

NON-JUDGEMENT

enables one to actively listen instead of making judgements with insufficient information

&

&

EMPATHY

directly relates to intercultural sensitivity in the sense that the more empathetic one is,
the more culturally sensitive one will be (Chen & Starosta, 2000).
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Being an Intercultural Speaker
INVOLVES BEING AN INTERCULTURAL CITIZEN
Byram (2006), calls for us to replace the word culture with that of interculturality.
To act interculturally means to merge two cultures’ beliefs and values and
behaviors. As an intercultural speaker, the idea of a Standard English speaker as a
role model is dismissed (Piątkowska, 2015). We will revisit this concept of “Standard
English” speaker as role model in Session 2 of the training.

Relating

Understanding

5 MAJOR COMPONENTS
•
•
•
•
•

Analytical Component
Emotional Component
Creative Component
Behavioral Component
Functional Component

Mediating

(Byram, 2006; Piątkowska, 2015)
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Session 2
In this session
Sociolinguistic Understanding
Analyzing Scenarios
Mediating Intercultural Conflicts

(Holmes & O’Neill, 2012).
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Sociolinguistic Understanding
In the following section, you will learn about different dialects of English. Ideas about
language can lead to making judgements, and, oftentimes, these judgements
unknowingly perpetuate deficit discourses or conversations about what individuals
cannot do (Munro, Derwing, & Sato, 2006). Because we live in a globalized society, it
is important to have an understanding of different dialects of English.

AAL

MxAL

ELLE

DEVELOPING AWARENESS

é, 2017).
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African American Language differs from “Standard American English” in many ways:
• how words are pronounced
• how sentences are grammatically formed
• how language is used in social contexts
According to linguistic and sociolinguistic research, AAL is a rule governed language, and
it is systematic. Many of the linguistic characters of AAL have been identified by these
researchers.
While AAL is systematic and rule governed, many educators and managers classify
speakers of AAL as deficient, and stereotypes about speakers of AAL abound.
(Baugh & Smitherman, 2007; Labov, 1972)
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AAL is the “linguistic and paralinguistic consequence of the African slave trade”
(Baugh, 2000, p. 6). Therefore, AAL is unique. Enslavers systematically isolated
people from their language groups, deliberately planning the deaths of their
language (Baugh, 1983). This has happened to no other American minority
group; that is to say that no other American minority group has encountered
this level of linguistic isolation through force (Baugh, 1983).
Additionally, there were restrictive laws that prohibited access to education
(Baugh, 2000).

Thus, European enslavers created conditions that fostered the development of
a “unique Black language in the United States” (Alim & Baugh, 2007, p. 3).

A Look at History
• Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) constitutionally supported laws
promoting racial segregation
• “Separate but Equal” reinforced ideology of White superiority
• Martin Luther King Junior Elementary School Children v. Ann
Arbor School District Board (1979): The children in this case
were placed in learning disability classes as well as speech
pathology classes as a result of the dialect of English they were
speaking. The children, in fact, had no need to be in these
classes. The judge in this case established a linguistic model,
acknowledging AAL as a “legitimate form of speech” (Baugh &
Smitherman, 2007, 121).
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Early Perceptions Rooted in Prejudice
Unfortunately, Mexican American Language is often unacknowledged in
mainstream U.S. society as an acceptable dialect of English (Penfield & OrnsteinGalicia, 1985). In fact, Sawyer, a researcher, discounted that Mexican American
Language was spoken by native English speakers; in other words, Sawyer argued
that Native English-Speaking Mexican Americans spoke an “unnatural style of
English” (Santa Ana, 1993, p.7), reinforcing deficit ideologies.

Contemporary Research Findings
ChE is a dialect of English that is spoken by monolingual and bilingual speakers
(Fought, 2003).

Myths about ChE are found in Chicano English in Context by Carmen
Fought (2003)
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Questions to Consider

ChE is a version of English spoken by peoples
whose first language is Spanish.
According to this myth, Spanish introduces
“mistakes” into the speakers’ English.

Students who are completely fluent in English
are being placed in LEP classes because of the
dialect of English they speak.

ChE is incorrect. Anyone who speaks ChE has bad
grammar.

We lack the knowledge about language that
allows us to make informed statements. ChE, like
AAL and other dialects of English, is rule
governed, just like Academic English is. It’s not
“bad grammar”—it’s just different grammar.

ChE is equivalent to “Spanglish” and this type of
language as sloppy or inaccurate.

Code-switching or mixing is a part of multilingual or
bilingual communities. Labeling ChE “Spanglish”
can undermine identities by not taking linguistic
behaviors of bilinguals or multilingual people
seriously

Mexican Americans and Latinos/as are drug
dealers, gang members; they are uneducated and
violent.

This myth stems from negative portrayals of
Mexican Americans and Latinos/as in popular
culture (movies, TV shows, the media/news).
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ELLE: English Language Learners
English Language Learners are subjected to deficit discourse.
In the process of acquiring academic English, they can be
labeled as “deficient”, a “low achiever”, an “at risk” student
or employee.
English Language learners can also be labeled as
“immigrant” “alien” “foreigner” “minority” “other”
Using these labels is inherently dangerous and can connote
negative images or feelings that are then ascribed to
members of this group.
Through these labels, stereotypes are perpetuated as they
are overgeneralized to an entire group of peoples. Thus,
individual characteristics are overlooked.
(Hammer, Bennett, &
Wiseman, 2003;
Ting-Toomey, 2007)
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Write what you learn about these two ideas in the boxes below. How do they relate to ELLs? How to they relate to
teachers and/or administrators and managers?
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Skill Building through Analyzing
In the following section, you will examine different scenarios that have taken place in
classroom and office settings. All of these scenarios are true; however, the names of
the participants have been changed in order to protect their privacy. Additionally,
specific details have been omitted in order to better preserve anonymity. It is hoped
that through analyzing real-life scenarios, you will develop the skills necessary to help
you become an intercultural speaker.

ANALYZING SCENARIOS
Why is it important to
think critically and discuss
scenarios?

How frequently do you (or
should you) critically
analyze scenarios?
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Employee A:
Employee A (EA) has been working on developing a new
feature for an app. EA has spent an incredible amount of time
developing design documents as well as writing code. EA has
been working overtime to try to get everything in order as EA
is about to take a vacation.
When EA returns from a week’s vacation, EA discovers the
project has been taken over by a superior. EA wasn’t told or
consulted. EA is upset and feels betrayed. EA is wondering
who no one spoke with them about taking over the project.
EA is from a society that has a small power distance
relationship.

Supervisor:
Supervisor delegated the project without consulting EA.
Supervisor saw nothing wrong with their decision. Superior
doesn’t understand why EA is upset.

Supervisor is from a country with large Power Distance
relationships.

Scenario 1

Possible ways to repair miscommunication and rebuild an
effective working environment:
46

Possible reasons for miscommunication:
With a colleague, discuss the possible
reasons for this miscommunication
based on what you have
learned thus far.
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Scenario 2
Employee A and Employee B are discussing a team project.
Employee A (EA) makes a statement to a co-worker during a discussion
about the group/team project to which Employee B (EB) responds.

EA: “I don’t think we need to do anymore research or comparisons. What
information we have is sufficient.”
EB: “I think that it will be valuable to learn a bit more. Perhaps, through
learning more information we can strengthen what we have, ultimately
making a better product.”
EA: “Why do you like learning so much?”
EB: “What do you mean? I consider myself a lifetime learner, I always
strive to learn more.”
EA: “Really? What’s the point?”
EB: (frustrated) “The point is improving our product; you really don’t think
you need to learn anymore?”
EA: (quickly pushing the chair back) “I’m going to go work on this other
element of the project.”
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Possible reasons for miscommunication:
With a colleague, discuss the possible
reasons for this miscommunication
based on what you have
learned thus far.
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Student A has just moved to this new school from another
country. Read the interaction between the student and the
teacher.

Teacher: Student A, what is your opinion on chapter one of the new
book you started reading for homework?
Student A: -silentTeacher: Student A, did you like the first chapter of The Odyssey?
What happened in that chapter?
Student A: (mumbling) I dunno.
Teacher: Speak louder. I can’t hear you. Did you actually read the
book? Can you understand it?
Student A: -silentTeacher: You know how important reading is! You aren’t being
diligent enough with your work. I’m sending you to the guidance
counselor. (Addressing the rest of the class) If you don’t do your
reading, you can’t participate in discussion, which is unacceptable.
Student A: (silently looks at the ground).
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Possible reasons for
miscommunication:
With a colleague, discuss the possible
reasons for this miscommunication
based on what you have
learned thus far. What do you think
of the teacher’s handling of this
situation?
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Session 3
In this session
Self-Reflection
&
Efficacy

Reflecting on Training Topics
Answer the following questions. Share your responses with a colleague.

Why might be discussing our values difficult?

Why might it be important to confront this difficult topic?

52

What is the importance of Intercultural Communication?

Why is it important to have a sociolinguistic understanding of the
dialects of English?

How has developing an understanding of sociolinguistics benefitted
you?

53

What have you learned about culture?

What have you learned about yourself?

54
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